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Making faces will leave wrinkles.
When walking, the point of one’s foot
should face slightly outwards, never
inwards. One should not scream, lest
the neighbors come over. It will heal
before the wedding. Whistling in the
house will leave one poor. One must
always greet one’s neighbors, take
off one’s shoes, and wash one’s hands
before lunch. The witch will come and
get the one who misbehaves.
What would one like to be when one
grows up? In that case one will need
a rich husband.

fig.21

My grandmother said.

A luscious sweet juice from a far
away place. Even sweeter than the red
current drink that grandmothers make.
The body-shaped glass bottle—it would
be wonderful to take one home. It fits
so perfectly in one’s hand. The red
label hugging the rounded glass, the
exotic letters, the taste from the end
of the rainbow. A nectar to be savored
with a straw. This drink is not to be
enjoyed often, just special occasions,
such as birthday parties. Not to be
drunk alone, but enjoyed with one’s
closest friends. A caramelized smell
entering the senses, a fizzle running
through the nose.

A drink that could

be enjoyed on both sides of the battle.
After the first sip one wants more.
A dark secret in white. Who would
think this syrupy water could
be such a threat.

fig.22

White Coca Cola.

Mind Images

In St. Petersburg under communism,
images were rare. I grew up
encountering only propaganda paintings
and illustrations on walls, in public
buildings and school books. Often red
and blue, the pictures were of perfect
families with two children—a boy and
a girl, where the mother was a doctor
and the father a pilot. Both were
honest, elegantly dressed, with humble
expressions on their faces. Men gave
women flowers and boys protected their
little sisters. People exercised and
lived happily.
I begin to review these images, along
with the ones I have collected during
my life, either in regularly recalled
photo albums on display for years,
or those neatly catalogued on my hard
drive or carefully hidden in my mind.
A number of the images are not in my
location: the color of the album they
are in, their neighboring images, and
the occasionally conflicting stories
that I hear about the images from
friends and relatives, along with the
conclusions I draw for myself. Though
these images are stored discreetly,
in my comprehension they intersect
across various planes, cohabiting
and reshuffling with time. Somewhere,
perhaps indexed, lies the original
image, and corresponding to it is a
mind image, a psychic imprint partly
of memory and imagination. The mind
image comes from a source, something
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Invisible Marks

possession, but I know of their exact

seen and now held in an always

to many places, yet those early

altering mental form. Mind images

impressions follow me. Now I turn to

linger like the personal photographs

them. For the most part, that period

in family albums and also like the

remains undocumented. Besides rare

impersonal images on posters and

family visits to the portrait studio

billboards. They project the past and

(where the choice of background was

interfere with the present

between a red and blue curtain, and

.

(fig.1)

one was not supposed to smile), my
fig.1

Our last family photograph taken
before emigrating from Russia, 1992.

father was the one who created family
photographs. Yet he only photographed
at my grandmother’s once or twice.
Before this visit I searched my
family’s photographs. Only a few
images of the actual house exist in
the background of portraits: a segment
of wall carpet or a wooden exterior
behind faces. In this gap grew the
urge for this project, and my agency
as photographer. The house is not
the same as it used to be, nor am I
able to shoot it in the way I would
have done then. I want to photograph

summers at my grandmother’s house in

the current reality, along with my

the Russian countryside walking in the

memories and fantasies, the change

forest, collecting mushrooms, pickling

since it was abandoned and the change

vegetables and making jam. I played

in myself.
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Up until the age of eight, I spent my

with rabbits, cats and, for some
time, a pig and a few chickens. It

In this pursuit, I encounter the space

was an influential period in which I

of language that poet Susan Stewart

discovered the world on my own. Here,

describes in On Longing.1 As I think

many things happened for the first

of the memories and the stories that

time and my earliest memories formed.

my grandmother told me and contemplate

Sixteen years ago my grandmother

that they leave nothing in space,

passed away. Now her house stands

there arises in me the need to make a

empty.

mark. Photographs may leave something,
if they capture what Stewart describes

For this work, I return to her empty

as “those invisible marks” that occur

house to examine my early impressions.

only as mind images, and give them

Since leaving Russia I travelled

immortality.2

1

Susan Stewart,
On Longing:
Narratives of
the Miniature,
the Gigantic,
the Souvenir,
the Collection,
Durham, NC: Duke
University Press,
1993, 31.

2

Ibid., 31.

Standing as an adult before what remains
of this Russian country home, I find it
surrounded by a thicket of birch and
cherry trees, almost obscured from view.
The garden, overgrown with raspberries,
blackcurrant and sour cherries, now
hosts towering apple trees. Exploring
the interior, I am transported in time,
uncovering ceramic dishes preserved in
newspapers from the 1970s, toys from
several generations, dried plants,
nature magazines from the 1950s, piles
of letters, greeting cards and fashion
magazines from previous eras with a
communist flair. They point to the
invisible marks Stewart describes, and
perhaps for this reason—besides all the
dust, spider webs and the jungle outside—
the house does not seem abandoned.
English novelist Rose Macaulay writes in
A Note on New Ruins, "Very soon trees
[60]

Flourishing Among Ruins

will be thrusting through the empty
window sockets, the rose-bay and fennel
blossoming within the broken walls,
the brambles tangling outside them.
Very soon the ruin will be enjungled,
engulfed, and the appropriate creatures
will revel.”3 This description of a ruin
is true of my grandmother’s house, as
her life passed another entered. The
creatures have stayed away, however,
perhaps due to the vases filled with
chamomile my aunt left as a deterrent,
and though there are signs of revelry,
they compete with grief. Perhaps unlike
the ruin Macaulay describes, this ruin
is a personal relic, and the vitality
crawling up its edges are displacing my
mind images.

3

Rose Macaulay, “A Note on New
Ruins,” in Ruins: Documents of
Contemporary Art, edited by
Brian Dillon, 27-28, London:
Whitechapel Gallery, 2011, 27.

My grandmother never threw anything

Capsules, the everyday objects he

out. Rubbish was unheard of. Almost

collected over thirteen years in sealed

everything existed within an ecosystem,

cardboard boxes, first opened after his

and what didn’t she stored in the

death

.

(fig.2)

attic. In her attic, I encounter a
revelry of objects. Cardboard boxes
are stacked and full of curios:

fig.2

Andy Warhol, Time Capsules, collected
from the early 1970s until 1987.

some gifted, some gathered from far
away, some passed down among several
families, others acquired by accident,
many unidentifiable. Most have a
story: about the length of time someone
queued to buy the object, hinted by a
neighbor of its availability, or of
snatching something in an unsuitable
size knowing it could be passed onto
the next, or of the time invested in
its production, guided by instructions
Archey writes about time capsules,

the personal stories are glimpses

that rather than the popular view that

into the historical moment, such

they should contain items emblematic

as the collection of luggage from

of their time, such as bank notes,

various eras, offering a perspective

or voice recordings from prominent

of the technological evolution from

figures, Warhol “presciently understood

heavy wooden trunks to leather-

that it was the near invisible

bound suitcases with covered corners.

matter most familiar to us that may

Dresses, and especially shoes from as

most distinctly define a historical

early as the mid-1900s, sit in boxes.

moment, perhaps more so than whatever

There are newspapers, packaging, even

is ceremoniously deemed significant

bullets. Anything one might need and

at the time.”4 Although the objects

yet perhaps never needed. In her

my grandmother stored seem collected

article “Timeliness”, art critic Karen

by chance, in her attic they lie as

Archey considers Andy Warhol’s Time

intimate traces.
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Capsules

from a rare Bulgarian magazine. Between

4

Karen Archey,
“Timeliness”,
MAP 25 (Summer 2011),
accessed
March 18, 2016,
http://mapmagazine.
co.uk/9569/
timeliness/.
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When I lived in St Petersburg, summer

because this place is from a different

was my favorite time of year. It was

time. The house has taken on a life of

distinguished by the white nights,

its own, and so have I. We have gone

when the sun never fully sets, and

our separate ways, but carry something

luminous soft colors reflect off the

from each other.

buildings, in the shades of the women’s
dresses and eye shadow. In many books

This project began with me looking

and films, the white nights are a

at images that exist in the outside

period of intensity, of strong love

world—images with lacerating power:

and steep falls, of togetherness and

impregnating memories and creating

introspection—moments to wander the

dreams. They prompted research into

streets as dualities entangle in the

early image influences, and that is

neither dark nor light.

why I now stand here. Before embarking
on this trip I questioned if it was
even necessary, especially if the

house to begin photographing. Only a

photographs were supposed to be based

short opportunity arises each day with

on my impressions from that time,

enough light to photograph. Observing

not the current reality. I believed

the sun circling the house and waiting

I could stage the ideas in my studio

for the best moment fills hours, and

without revisiting. The risk of this

various set-ups stand ready for days. I

return is the disturbance of memories,

follow the natural light that shimmers

as old memories are replaced by

between the wild tree branches into

new memories, or painted over

the tiny windows and diffuses off the

with photographs.

stained white crochet curtains. Due
to the light's many obstructions, most

My photographs capture the soft low

exposures are long, which mimics the

contrast light, and appear to have

slow absorption that I undergo in this

lived and faded. Slightly drained of

environment. It’s unusually still. My

color, their presence is reduced to

grandmother’s clock ticks every half

remains, barely existing, suggesting

second, and a battery powered radio

an inability to freeze time. Printed

speaks of an outside world. A strange

on matte paper, the non-reflective

question emerges. Am I really here? It

surface fogs.

seems that I’m not supposed to be here,
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White Nights

It is midsummer as I arrive at the

Between photographing, I visit the

villages is truth or myth, where

market to purchase what no longer grows

facades were installed and relocated

in our garden. Hence I encounter a row

from village to village as the Russian

of grandmothers sitting by the railway

Empress Catherine the Great travelled

station, with their produce—a mixture

down the Dnieper River. It seems that

of the wild and cultivated—displayed

the past finds its way back.

as carefully constructed still lifes.
Their arrangements are short term,

My mother and her sister, as I had,

designed to make the mushrooms and

spent their childhood summers with

berries irresistible. These caretakers

their own grandmother in a tiny village

are the most trustworthy.

of few houses. They reached it by way
of a half-day journey by train and
then the back of a truck, followed by

Day, an observance that didn’t exist

a march on foot. My great grandmother

during my time. The standard of the

was the healer of her village, despite

market displays transforms, with

the ban on spiritual and religious

bulging porcini mushrooms, luscious and

practices during the Soviet Union.

rare berries, luminous red tomatoes and

She passed away some years before I

perfectly pickled little cucumbers.

was born and I know her only through

The grandmothers are substituted with

the many stories about her. My great

young girls in traditional costume.

grandmother lived her last years at my

The seductiveness of this scene is

grandmother’s house, as the Kolkhoz

something that I only know from

she worked on, a Soviet communal farm,

images. Folks play traditional Russian

had disbanded and her village slowly

instruments, stalls sell handicrafts

disappeared, with her as one of the

and homemade honey—the village embodies

last to depart. Her house was sold for

a Hollywood portrayal of the Middle

wood and I was told that the village

Ages in the Russian countryside. What

no longer exists. My great grandmother

a wonderful day. I wish every day

felt strongly connected to nature,

could be like this. But as I attempt to

and whenever we visited her grave we

buy some of the deliciously presented

followed her request and spread rice

goods, I am transported back to a

so that the birds would visit her.

place that I remember from Soviet times

Although we never met in person, every

very well. The seller informs me these

summer I spent many hours at her grave,

products are not for sale, at least

throwing rice in the air, looking at

not yet, because the mayor must first

her steadily aging photograph, admiring

pass through, and nobody knows when

her Tartarian cheekbones and wondering

that will be. There are still debates

if I had inherited them

in Russia if the story of the Potemkin

.

(fig.3)
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The New Old

Today the village celebrates Pestovo

fig.3

The grave of my great grandmother, 2015.

trees auspiciously grouped on a rise.
Suspecting this to be the site of
the village, I take a direct route
to it, but have to backtrack upon
encountering a swamp. Eventually
I arrive, and stand in the middle
of what was once her village, now
consisting of trees, vines, swaying
stinging nettle and berry bushes.
There are also the remains of two
houses that I find and the raspberries
that grow among them. The village is
flanked by a tiny river, smaller than
my mother described, separating it
from endless fields. It takes some
time to comprehend that I am really
standing there, and it occurs to me
as a new experience and a recurrence
from the past. Although it is my first
visit, and there is little left to

house, I decide to find the remains

see, it settles the stories that I

of my great grandmother’s village.

heard about my great grandmother and

The train that used to take my mother

my mother’s and aunt’s childhoods.

and her sister to the truck no longer

I imagine hearing the cow that my

exists. Old clay roads have been

grandmother kept, and I think I can

replaced by a series of sealed empty

hear the presence of people walking in

highways that pass her neighboring

the distance

(fig.4)

.

village (from where I could walk).
From that point are fields of
wildflowers, soaring hogweeds and
hidden swamps. Guided by the detailed
descriptions my mother gave me, I
search for the village with the aid
of Google Maps, which has it marked
in what seems like the right area.
After hours of avoiding the poisonous
sap of hogweed and cutting through
chest high grasses without a track
to follow, I can see a clump of tall

fig.4

The site of my great grandmother’s village, 2015.
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As I photograph at my grandmother’s

The Magic Theatre

[66]

A Metaphorical Album
fig.5a

From the untitled series, 2015.

Related to this study is a body of work

I consciously dive into the deluge

I commenced earlier. Before photographing

of artifacts and images around me.

in Russia, I began exploring how images

The influx of visual information one

function as layers of reality within

is normally surrounded by competes

a scene. The work considers images

for attention, and I question what

or artifacts that I find in various

making photographs of these images can

locations, such as on walls, billboards

tell me. I arrange them, considering

or shop window displays

sequence, space and size, and the

. These

(fig.5a, fig.5b)

arrangement seems as important as the

reality, and I photograph them with

images themselves, like a composed

their surroundings, and flatten the two

piece of music where individual

realities into one. Often the images I

notes harmonize. Some images say one

find constitute a montage, a reality that

thing on their own, and another when

never truly existed. I collect them into

paired, morphing according to their

a metaphorical album of images created by

environments. Cataloguing the images

strangers in response to a common dream.

is an attempt to orientate oneself

Perhaps their makers consider the sites

within the world, to understand one’s

of their installation, and interpret

place by creating a measurable constant

the environments and beliefs. Or maybe

to reference against. If these images

the images are simply trying to shape

truly influence and reflect their

their viewers’ perceptions of reality. I

surroundings, then I want to explore

wonder if these images exist for us or

the role they play in my life, to

against us; if they beautify our lives

search for an Archimedean point from

or mislead us, and if believing in their

which to comprehend their meanings.5 I

deception adds to our satisfaction.

seek a firm ground, to stand far enough
away for an all-seeing perspective-less
perspective. I wonder where that place
lies. These are the thoughts that take
me to Russia.

5

When Archimedes
supposed that
given enough
space and a firm
ground, one could
lever the earth
from its axis,
was he asserting
subjectivity?
Do these posters
shape me or do
I have a part in
their creation?
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images present an alternative, parallel

[68]

fig.5b

From the untitled series, 2015.

As I work in my grandmother’s house, the
neighbors keep dropping over for surprise
visits, ostensibly to offer fresh dill
from their gardens, and in the hope of
glimpsing my investment over these many
weeks, from early morning until late at
night. Not finding me cleaning the place
in preparation for sale baffles them; they
think I have lost my mind. Maybe like in
German author Herman Hesse’s Steppenwolf,6 6
I have stepped into a magic theatre,
experiencing fantasies and memories,

Hermann Hesse, Der
Steppenwolf, Frankfurt
am Main: Suhrkamp, 2002.

entering rooms that hold fractions of my
life. My position is between a visitor
and someone returning home, perhaps a
bucolic miniature of Alexander Sokurov’s
film Russian Ark, where in a single
90-minute take, “the European” is lead
from room to room through the Hermitage,
as real and fictional people replay
scenes from Russia’s history

(fig.6)

.7 I

bring foreign photographs with me from
past that I see before me; they de-anchor
times and places.

fig.6

Still from the film Russian Ark
by Alexander Sokurov, 2002.

Russian Ark, DVD,
Directed by Alexander
Sokurov, Montreal:
Seville Pictures, 2002.
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my current life which replay with the

7

remembrance, romantic occasions, and

originating from the 1950s until

when one visits someone’s house for

around 2000. On almost every card is

the first time. With these gestures

a picture of a flower, to be given,

come rules. Certain colors are

as flowers are, as representations

reserved for particular occasions. Red

of emotions, well-wishes for special

flowers signify love—the more vivid

occasions like birthdays or Women’s

the color, the stronger the love. Pink

Day. Flowers are widely represented

flowers are neutral and are suitable

in alternative forms, such as images

for any occasion. White flowers are

on greeting cards or the scents

reserved for special celebratory

of perfume. There’s an impulse to

events such as weddings. Yellow

preserve their qualities, of beauty,

flowers stand for separation, but can

aroma, emotiveness and even fragility.

be gifted to actors and artists as a

We want to share them, to show

sign of sunshine and success. Quantity

others what we have received, and

is also important—even numbers

to remember. As I visit the nearby

are only for funerals and sympathy

cemetery where my relatives are

arrangements, while uneven numbers

buried, I notice its large number of

besides thirteen are suitable for all

flowers. The cemeteries in Russia are

other occasions. Flowers should always

normally filled with colorful flowers,

be given and chosen with diligence—

but now they are almost entirely

flowers that are not fresh denote a

fakes. Artificial flowers have become

lack of care. Nowadays these flowers

placeholders for real flowers, as

are artificial and exist in abundance,

real flowers were placeholders for an

both exotic and local, in all possible

emotion, and graves placeholders for

colors and sizes. I photograph the

a person.

artificial flowers at the cemetery,
while thinking of my grandmother’s

Giving flowers is an important

greeting cards. As symbols of the

gesture in Russia, and boys become

passing of time, birth and death, the

well accustomed to it at a young age.

fresh flowers themselves have also

Flowers are presented for all types

passed into the simulacrum, with a

of occasions, from celebrations to

silk copy holding their place

.

(fig.7)
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Placeholders

In boxes I find greeting cards

[71]

fig.7

From the in-progress, untitled series
of placeholder flowers, 2016.

After visiting my grandmother’s and

I take at these parks with palladium,

subsequently, my great grandmother’s

so each print has some variation and

villages, I am aware of the

a reference to the historic element

repetitious, circular motion of

of the monuments’ origins. In the

behavior and events—that things come in

fun parks the monuments seem reduced

new forms but according to old designs.

to their shells, often built at a

In another ongoing body of work, I take

uniform height, using a similar style

a parallel interest in ideas that are

and materials, and within a single

reproduced, relocated and represented

climate served by unvarying food

by copies of famous landmarks. These

stalls. But although their history is

copies are rebuilt as replica tourist

borrowed, they have a story of their

attractions, and are found in parks

own. Like photographs they are copies

that house the great structures of the

which can travel freely, standing as

world in a single location. Within a

placeholders, out of time and out of

few hours, you can have your wedding

place, reordered at will.

photos taken before the Eiffel Tower,
the Neuschwanstein Castle, and even
the Trojan Horse. In my series titled
Original

fig.8

(fig.8)

I print the photographs

From the series Original, 2015.
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Photographs Travel

Copies like photographs allow one

written by the artists, “The Joy of

to take independent events and re-

Space-Time and Other Fantasies//

sequence, relocate and remix them.

1988/2012,” they transcribe the

This idea is explored by Australian/

opening line the ten year-old Richard

Canadian artists Ms&Mr. The duo

speaks, as he looks into a home video

traverses time periods with their

camera and records a message.9 The

own family archives of Super 8 home

message is intended for his family

videos, using technology to mask

members who will receive the tape

contemporary layers into the old

on the other side of the world. The

footage. A video in the installation

young Richard says: “The miracle of

titled 808.838/Grandfather Paradox

technology has brought me into your

shows the contemporary Richard (Mr)

living room.” It is with the same

attempting to resuscitate his deceased

sense of the miraculous that the first

grandfather

photographers contemplated

.8 In an article

(fig.9)

8

Andrew Frost,
Sydney Morning
Herald Metro,
September 3-9,
2010, 14.

9

Richard and
Stephanie nova
Milne (Ms&Mr),
“The Joy of
Space-Time and
Other Fantasies
// 1988/2012”,
Das Superpaper,
no. 23, May
2012, 10-11.

their achievement.
fig.9

Screenshot from Ms&Mr,
808.838/Grandfather Paradox, 1988/2012.
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Domestic spaces are vessels of the
past, present, future, and of reality,
dream and fiction. In these domains, we
preserve the objects of our memories,
perhaps of a person who has passed,
or a souvenir that refreshes an
experience, like a seashell held to an
ear to hear the waves of the ocean.
We exhibit these objects as our own
still lifes, referring to lives that
have passed, or that have only been
imagined. Past, present and dream are
interwoven in one illusional space for
ourselves and our visitors. Our homes
act as refuges and as stages for the
representations of who we want to be.
As guests join, they admire and analyze
to get a glimpse into our thoughts and
the way we want to be perceived. These
visitors may only access the refined
facades, treasure our collections, our
finest china, or the aroma of carefully
the paradisal dreams we exhibit on our
walls. If my grandmother’s house is
her museum, where she is the object
to interpret, then her furnishings
and possessions are the wall text. My
intention is to peel back these layers
of my grandmother’s assemblage.

[74]

Overlapping Currents

chosen flowers and dive with us into

Sorting through cabinets and drawers, I

fig.10

Prototype of the book of my aunt’s images, 2015.

come across more deliberate collections
than those in the attic. One is bound
in a green folder housing newspaper
and magazine clippings of children,
along with images of doctors, hospitals
and operating tables. The collection
belongs to my aunt, who suffered from
a number of illnesses as a child.
She later studied to become a child
psychologist, and while working on
her PhD in Moscow, was diagnosed with
schizophrenia. I ask my aunt about the
green folder, assuming it to be a type
of personal image diary; she never
had a camera, and I wonder if this
collection of hers comes from a similar
motivation to my own cataloguing of
posters and billboards. Scrapbooking
in Russia was common, and people
would collect recipes, patterns, tips
on cleaning or anything they took an
pictures a way to understand my aunt.
She tells me she isn’t attached to
this collection, that she composed it
for her studies, and that if I want
I can take it. From the images I make
an artist book and explore a narrative
about their purpose

. Among the

(fig.10)

pictures I insert a parallel thread of
geometric shapes used in psychological
testing. This experimental book
includes stitching that refers to my
aunt’s long red hair and binds some
pages together, sealing off sections
within the book. It mimics scrapbooks
in Russia—improvised, instructive and
always incomplete.

[75]

The Green Folder

interest in. I could see in these

For the next stage of this project, I
return to my parents’ house in Germany,
arriving with photographs that I took in
and around my grandmother’s house, along
with some of where I live now. I install
and document photographs that visualize
times and places that are in reality far
apart yet exist together psychologically.
It’s similar to the act of carrying
around pictures in wallets or pendants,
on coffee mugs or lock screens,
displaying pictures in living rooms or
tattoos—an impulse for continuity, where
separate events are rebroadcast into the
present through a jumble of images.
I notice that since I moved out of
my parents’ house, a lot of stuff
accumulated. When my family arrived
in Germany, we moved apartments often
and lived with minimal possessions. If
something was not in use it was given
the last twelve years; although nobody
besides me plays the piano, it stands
in our living room, my shoes remain
stored in boxes, and my schoolbooks on
the bookshelves. In the garage lies my
primary school bag and badminton rackets
with their strings eaten away by rats,
and my paintings and sculptures that
I long forgot are even preserved. The
garage resembles my grandmother’s attic;

[76]

Adjacencies

away or discarded. But this changed in

my parents have become collectors,

room window overlooking the forest

which to me means they

that made my parents fall in love

are aging. Perhaps holding on is

with this house, and I wonder if

their protest.

they also notice the similarities. In
that window I install and document a

Behind the couch in my parents’ living

photograph of the river that passes

room I hang a large photograph of my

my grandmother’s village where we

grandmother’s house overgrown with

often swam, and where a meat factory

trees, only to realize how perfectly

discarded the inedible parts of cows.

the pattern and tone of my parent’s

I place another image of the same

furniture matches the photograph. My

river as the backdrop of a picnic

parents have a small backyard that,

table: a Russian/German arrangement,

unlike my grandmother’s garden with

part exotic and mundane, real, fake,

its berry bushes and vegetables, only

true and truthfully imagined.

serves as a recreational space, and
in it I install an image of one of my
grandmother’s largest apple trees, and
make a photograph of this combination

fig.11

Hammock, from the series
Once there was there wasn’t, 2016.

. The apple tree has not been

(fig.11)

pruned for decades and its branches
are covered in sour little apples,
most of which can only be collected
the limbs are wild and lithe. This
image stands in our German garden,
with its tended lawn, on a Saturday
when neighbors clean their houses and
cars and relax in their semi-private
backyards. As with my grandmother’s,
my parent’s house is located adjacent
to a forest, not far away from a lake
where we used to swim. I think it
was the view from the large living

[77]

after they fall to the ground because

Standing in my grandmother’s house

of time, I use video as a time-based

as an adult, I wonder if I can only

medium to explore stillness. Before

appreciate its importance because of

going to Russia I make a sketch of a

the time that stands between us. Time

bowl of Haribo gummy bears, the first

has clearly taken over, not just with

sweet that I tried when my family

dust and nature, but me having grown

arrived in Germany. In addition to the

up, as I watch the next generation

bombastic fruit flavors and colors,

of girls cycle in our street. It is,

as a child I was intrigued by their

like my photographs, an experience

squashy touch and discovered that

that these times are not separate,

by putting them in water over a few

and I think of Proust’s visit to his

days they expanded into little giants

grandmother’s and that everything

(though the taste was diminished).

must happen at once. The garden grows

I pack several bags of gummy bears

without anyone taking care of it and

into my luggage, and upon arrival

this place persists without me. Like

at my grandmother’s, pickle them in

me getting older, it is aging, some for

a marmalade jar. The bears slowly

the better, some for the worse. The

grow and at around four o'clock each

little ants keep building their houses,

afternoon, sunlight flickers through

the sounds of the birds knocking on

the trees into the living room window

wood and the scent of the pine and

for some fifteen minutes, illuminating

birch trees all continue regardless of

the Haribos' conglomerate color. I

my existence. I have not only brought

record this each day on video as my

photographs with me but experiences,

grandmother’s clock ticks every half

remembered smells, colors and thoughts

second in the background, a small fly

that arise from spending time in

circles the open jar, my aunt walks

particular places—preservations of

back and forth and occasionally a

all the non-physical. Through this

train passes. “Rainbow” by the Scottish

experience things seem to be happening

band Marmalade plays on the radio, a

at the same time, in a magic theatre,

song from the 1970s now enjoying a

layers intersect, react to each other,

resurgence. Time standing still is a

like random thoughts relate without

familiar memory from my childhood here,

always belonging together.

buffeted by the anticipation of the
metronomic tick

.

(fig.12)
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Back to Recurrence

As my photographs explore passages

Stills from the video Half Second, 2016.

[79]

fig.12

Perspective as Rhetoric

When I began photographing, I was

fig.13

From the series Fog, 2012.

always in fog. Fog dissolves the
borders of objects, and with the
horizon fogged out, places become
anonymous. Some objects are revealed
while others are concealed, as a
metaphor for memories that are saved
and lost. The background in fog is
a curtain of grey, which suggests
a void, and separates the image
into two layers—a foreground and a
background. Or if the fog is a void,
the foreground would be the layer and
the fog the anti-layer

.

(fig.13)
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Vanishing Points

Photographing in fog led me to China,

fig.14

From the series All dreams come true, 2015.

where an interest in the large
number of billboards at the fringes
of urban areas took hold. Like fog,
the billboards cover the background,
separating a scene into layers. In fog,
the grey background is impenetrable
and boundless, like a void, while a
billboard, on the other hand, is a hard
flat surface. But on the billboard’s
surface is an image which, through the
workings of perspective that create an
illusion of depth, also hosts a void.
These billboards left me wondering what
is behind them

.

(fig.14)

The Chinese billboards act as walls
covering construction sites. They
depict a worry-free, opulent life of
leisure and ease, full of fantasy and
imagination, where one can sunbathe
with dinosaurs on a white sand beach
transported to Paris, Vancouver and
Florence in a wink. Any similarity
between the luxury and modernity the
billboard illustrates and its chaotic,
dusty surroundings is fanciful. The
only way to see a continuity of the
billboard nested in its surroundings
is to close one eye to view the entire
scene with a pictorial perspective.

[81]

under a bright blue, cloud-free sky,

In my grandmother’s house, I am again
concerned with pictorial perspective.

fig.15

Spa, from the series
Once there was there wasn’t, 2016.

My intention is to create straight
photographs, using the camera’s
function as a documentary device.
Among the images I bring to install
are many I consider incomplete, which
provides space for the objects at my
grandmother’s to fill. I reform her
space into my own, often by nesting one
of my images among objects from her
house as a still life. Choices about
what and how to photograph, or what
would be truthful and fictional are not
always clear. The longer I spend at the
house, rummaging under dust or sitting
in the overgrown garden savoring
berries and ducking falling apples, the
more my set-ups grow in complexity and
the more layers emerge.
I question how to truthfully
photographs need to be. Into the still
lifes I insert photographs, whose
perspective is on a different plane
from the one registered by my camera
lens. Multiple perspectives within one
image disturb the viewer’s grounding,
confuse what is believable or doubtful,
and question whether a photographic
perspective must agree with a linear
vision of reality

.

(fig.15)
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Closing One Eye

photograph, or how accurate the

Looking at a photograph constructed

fig.16

with a linear perspective, one does

Jan Dibbets, Perspective Correction, My Studio I,
2: Square with 2 Diagonals on Wall, 1969.

not see the photograph’s surface, as
the perspective forms an illusion
of depth in the imaginary space to
its rear. This perspectival illusion
creates a void, in effect taking
something away from the photographic
object: its physicality, or its
flatness, and replacing it with
emptiness. Instead of a solid flat
object, one sees an empty space,
and the perspective organizes the
emptiness. Hanneke Grootenboer, head
of the Ruskin School of Art at the
University of Oxford, writes that in
paintings, perspective is an allegory
of truth, acting as rhetoric rather
than grammar.10 It seems fitting then,
photographing in my grandmother’s
house, that the perspectives are

10

Hanneke Grootenboer,
The Rhetoric of Perspective,
Chicago and London:
The University of Chicago Press,
2005, 13.

imposing upon the images, rather than
evaluates an image by Jan Dibbets
titled Perspective Correction, My
Studio I, 2: Square with 2 Diagonals
on Wall, 1969, a photograph of the
corner of the artist’s studio, with
tape on the wall in an outline of a
trapezoid

.

(fig.16)
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serving them invisibly. Grootenboer

Due to the obtuse angle of the camera,

to the diorama, cropping the museum

the trapezoid appears as a square.

context and relying on the image plane

Grootenboer writes that “according

to meld the two-dimensional painted

to Dibbets’ picture, the only way out

backdrop with the three-dimensional

of the impasse that the perspectival

hominid models. There is also a sense

paradox creates is to realize that

of time travel, as Sugimoto uses a

looking straight (at the photograph)

contemporary documentary technology to

and looking awry (at the square) may

present a prehistoric scene.

occur simultaneously in one moment
of perception, but only on condition

The time travel in Sugimoto’s work

that we accept the resulting confusion

results from the subject matter in

and ambiguity as part of our visual

combination with the medium, but

field.”11 Dibbets’ photograph is

perspective can also play a role.

austere as he addresses perspective,

The relationship between time and

using a bare corner and a geometric

perspective is examined by German

figure to form his contention. My

filmmaker Hito Steyerl. Citing

photographs, on the other hand, seek

historian Erwin Panofsky, Steyerl

to apply this peculiarity of vision

argues that linear perspective is

onto a narrative, something that

based on the ideal of a “one eyed

Hiroshi Sugimoto undertook with his

and immobile spectator.”13 Remaining

dioramas.

absolutely still and looking only
through one eye is a novel way to see
one’s surroundings, yet the convention

Rencontres d'Arles in 2013, Sugimoto

of linear perspective assumes this

described walking through New York’s

view to be natural and scientific.

Natural History Museum, whereupon

With a uniformly linear perspective,

looking at a diorama, he closed one

the size, shape and placement of

eye to view the scene as his camera

objects within the view can be

lens would see it. His photograph

calculated methodically. A picture

Earliest Human Relative

structured in this way requires its

, shows

(fig.17)

a pair of hominids walking across a

space to conform to mathematics,

semi-arid landscape with a volcano

making this space predictable. If

in the background.12 The picture is

space is predictable then the future

eerie, implausible as a black-and-

is foreseeable, and the concept of

white photograph. Sugimoto came close

time also linear.14

[84]

During his public address at Les

fig.17

Many of the images I make invite

Hiroshi Sugimoto,
Earliest Human Relatives, 1994.

the viewer’s vision to shift between
perspectives. Human vision assumes
continuity and draws conclusions
about coherence or congruence,
sometimes mistakenly. Perhaps seeing
cohesiveness where it doesn’t exist
is an evolutionary advantage; if our
job is to spot predators it would
make sense to favor a false positive.
Optical illusions invite questions
about what is real. One might enjoy
the process of decoding an illusion,
and then look for another similar
illusion to more efficiently solve.
Following such a pattern can be

11
Ibid., 99

satisfying, even reassuring, a path to
untangle what may be fooling us.

12
Hiroshi Sugimoto, Earliest Human Relatives,
photograph, black and white gelatin silver print,
47" x 58-3/4" (119.4 cm x 149.2 cm),
Los Angeles: J. Paul Getty Museum, 1994.

personal memories an audience may
consider the work nostalgic. Nostalgia
requires distance and an incomplete
view of the past that suppresses
its unpleasant aspects. One may see
parallels with suppression through my
insertion of images that screen part
of the scene from view. But perhaps
in the mingling of images from the
present with the past, the distance
between the two is crossed. Longing
is substituted for awareness of nonlinear time in which events that occur
in the past are constantly reborn in
the present.

[85]

14
Ibid.

in this work is that in dealing with

Audience and Critical Vulnerability

13
Hito Steyerl, “In Free Fall:
A Thought Experiment on Vertical Perspective”,
e-flux Journal 24 (2011),
http://www.e-flux.com/journal/in-free-fall-athought-experiment-on-vertical-perspective/.

A potential vulnerability to critique

Staging

The photographs I bring to my

Before visiting, I draw sketches

grandmother’s house are from my

based on my memory of the house, of

life after the last moments we spent

how and where I plan to construct my

together. Traveling to her house with

photographs

images is just what I would have done

ideas develop, taking on the influence

if she were still alive, to share

of the environment with its unexpected

the times that we’d been apart. To

objects. I barely change many scenes

do this alone is like trying things

from the reality that I find, perhaps

on, such as a dress, to see if my

just with a poster in the background.

life now fits my life as it was then.

Other times I create an entire scene

I use these photographs of my life

from scratch. Not all images have

to create scenes by installing them

posters or something from my own life,

with my grandmother’s belongings.

and many of the final photographs are

Although I invent these arrangements,

taken later in or around my studio.

they require minimal interference

Sometimes I have a precise idea of

to be as authentic as possible. I

how the image should be made, so that

cover all areas of the house, like

it has the right angle, position and

an anthropologist, curator and maybe

size such that I can return home,

a set designer. Sometimes that means

add something and re-photograph it.

photographing things as I find them,

These images travel back with me like

other times with help of a diorama.

partial souvenirs.

. Upon arrival these

(fig.19)

Figure 18 is an example of how I used

fig.18

L, source image, R, Clothing,
from the series Once there was there wasn’t, 2016.

fig.19

Sketches in preparation for visiting
my grandmother’s house, 2015.

[86]

Performing Photography

an image in one installation.

In formulating my still life

blur. Behind the borders there is another

arrangements, I imagine a scene made

border, each layer another layer, and

of layers. The still lifes of 17 th

objects overlap yet float in their own

century Dutch artist Pieter Claesz are

spheres. Like Claesz, I emphasize the

noted for their neutral backgrounds,15

edges of my images, truncating many

which create a void and separate the

objects at the border. Although the final

background from the foreground

image is realistic, most objects are

.

(fig.20)

15
Grootenboer, 2005.

incomplete, though suggest a movement
fig.20

Pieter Claesz,
Ontbijtstuk with Berkemeyer, 1641.

towards completion. In my work, not only
do the objects and photographs within
each picture overlap, but through their
origins and the mixed perspective, so do
distinctive periods of time, memories
with the present day.
Accuracy is not important to me in the
historical or documentary sense of when
and where the things I depict happen. I
am interested in how they appear as still
life, simply as objects. Connections
emerge between the objects that at first
only seem to exist beside each other.
still lifes become theatrical, where

background, I install a photograph,

I restage an experience or a story

it creates a similarly flat surface

that someone, either a relative or

that suggests depth. The photograph

neighbor, has told me. They are often

introduces a second incongruent

influenced by events in my childhood,

perspective into the work. The

dreams and thinking of the world through

distortion that comes from having

fairy tales and the many Russian

multiple or unusual perspectives means

superstitions. The images that I create

the viewer must let go of conventional

are my advertisements: composites, yet

preconceptions, or remain confused, as

not manipulated, rather straight images

lines between reality and imagination

of a multitude of spaces.

[87]

As I arrange and accumulate objects the
Where, in place of Claesz’s neutral

In Friedrich Nietzsche’s philosophical
essay “On Truth and Lies in the Non-moral
Sense,” he examines the absurdity that
most intellectual activity is concerned
with deception, rather than truth.16
People live in dreams and illusions,
relate only with the superficial forms
of the world around them, and yet seem
content to partake in this sensory game.

16
Friedrich Nietzsche,
The Portable Nietzsche,
translated by Walter
Kaufmann, New York:
Penguin Books, 1977.

Are they blind or just closing their
eyes, and what makes such a game so
attractive? Is this a side effect of
what Nietzsche terms the intellect’s
powers of dissimulation, a consequence
of an effort to preserve oneself, or
does it become a goal in itself? Man’s
propensity for ignorance seems by design,
making the one who searches for truth
for truth’s sake to be malfunctioning.
According to Nietzsche, people seek truth
only in order to function in society,
through what he describes as the peace
being defrauded and being harmed by
fraud; man is not interested in truth
but the utility of truth, and equally
the utility of lies. If a lie does no
harm then it is of no harm.

[88]

Truth and Lies

treaty. Nietzsche distinguishes between

The search for truth is conducted

realistic dimensions—an appearance more

through language, and Nietzsche

trustworthy than words—is it not like a

supposes this makes it wholly

lie that wins favor, only valuable for

unachievable, because language is a

its utility and not its truth?

series of metaphors and translations,
and can never be the essence of

In this work I create images from

something. Truth is unobtainable, the

layers through the use of the printed

subject cannot possess the truth of

photographs that I add. That I

the object as it must be translated.

interfere with the space is obvious,

Through language arise concepts that

and it’s clear that I’m recreating it

pose as truth but in fact are far

to my liking—the truth of looking in a

removed from it. Art and myth are,

different direction. Perhaps it reveals

according to Nietzsche, against

the grammar of perception, unmasking

science and reason, as one attempts to

the metaphor-making camera. To take

build metaphoric structures and the

Nietzsche’s example, it becomes obvious

other undermines them.

that one is not looking at a tree, but a
picture of a tree, allowing a different
entrance point to the work and an access

metaphor maker, like a pen is to

to an alternative truth, one that exists

language, but it’s also indexical.

internally, coming alive in the moment

When viewing photographs one often

and place of its perception. But man’s

questions the relationship to the

absurdity persists—in my photographs the

real, what is really there, what is

viewer sees that the two perspectives

staged or photoshopped. As Nietzsche

do not align, that this could not have

claims that language is not truth,

existed, yet in seeing becomes aware of

it only attempts to translate it,

a relentless mechanism either in the

one should correspondingly not trust

eyes or the mind that tries to conceive

a photograph. Despite the allure

what is obviously false.

of a photograph’s indexicality and

[89]

Photography then, is a mechanical

Fairy tales are an important part

fig.23

of childhood in Russia. They take

Still from the film The Hedgehog
in the Fog by Jury Norstein, 1975.

fantastic elements, in a similar
way to a superstition, to explain
a moral or an aspect of life in a
way that recognizes that some truths
are unexplainable directly

(fig.21,

. The stories are abstract, they

fig.22)

feature surroundings that one knows,
for example in Russia many include
a forest or bears, but are removed
enough from reality that they are not
didactic, and the listener is able
to sympathize without consequence, to
see him or herself as the person who
was wronged or wronged others, and
learn that good ultimately overcomes
bad. A fairy tale typically begins
ambiguously, with a phrase that
implies that something happened, but
perhaps not at a particular time, or
no longer happens, or by extension
[90]

The Hedgehog

may have never happened at all. For
example in English this phrase is
“once upon a time,” in German “it was
once,” in Russian “a long long time
ago” or “in some kingdom, in some
land, there lived, there was,” or in
Czech “there was, there was not."17

17

Wikipedia contributors, "Once upon a time,"
Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia,
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=
Once_upon_a_time&oldid=712002903 (accessed March 28, 2016).

The Hedgehog in the Fog, by Jury
Norstein, is a short animated film that
most Russian children watch growing
up

.18 Norstein constructs his

(fig.23)

animations on layers of glass plates
that can float independently in any

18

The Hedgehog in the Fog,
directed by Jury Norstein,
Moscow: Soyuzmultfilm, 1975.

direction, giving fluidity to each part
of the scene. In the film, the hedgehog
is walking to meet his friend the bear,
with whom he spends the evenings by a
fire of juniper twigs, drinking tea
and counting the stars. But on this
occasion, on his way to visit the
bear, the hedgehog sees a white horse
standing in a forest, surrounded by
a sea of fog. Drawn by the beauty of
the white horse, the young hedgehog
goes toward the forest and enters the
fog. Once in the fog, the hedgehog
encounters a spectrum of experiences
that almost end in his death. But he is
saved by an unknown force, and finally
their nightly ritual. Reunited, his
outer world restored to normal, the
hedgehog’s thoughts, however return to
the white horse.
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reaches his friend the bear in time for

During the Soviet Union, to visit

As the Soviet Union fell, there was

a foreign country was known as to

rumor of an incredible doll, made in

go “behind the border.” As Soviet

the image of an adult. I was seven at

citizens our ideas about foreign

the time, and was told the doll was

places were limited, but this only

played with behind the border. Mothers

served to enhance our imaginations.

tried everything to get Barbie for

Information travelled by word of mouth

their daughters—they bribed, queued,

and became more vividly embellished.

and flared their elbows. Successful

All things from news to products or

mothers compared dolls like trophies.

ideas that originated from behind

I received my first “adult” doll and

the border were valuable. If one was

instantly fell in love with her. She

lucky enough to get something, even

was not called Barbie, but Sindy,

a bar of chocolate, the packaging

and not the real Sindy—as my friends

would be preserved and displayed.

pointed out—for her legs did not bend.

Only a few fortunate people directly

We only knew Barbie from speculation

owned products, while the others

and, unable to compare our dolls to

settled for information, like foreign

the original, debated whose doll was

clothing patterns that they could

most real.

sew themselves out of alternative
Many things in the Soviet Union seemed

creatively cooked with substituted

to happen by accident and most often

ingredients, to be able to simulate

through word of mouth. My mother

an experience of the west. Towards

would be out, pass a queue, hear a

the end of the Soviet Union, as the

rumor and after a long wait make it

country opened, more professional

to the front to put her name on a

copies of western products arrived,

list, all in a vague hope. One day

made in China. The most memorable

the list was for the chance to leave

example for me was the Barbie doll

to another place, and in my last year

which, compared to western children,

of kindergarten my mother told me

I encountered late in life.

we might move to Germany. From that

[92]

An Illusion of Borders

materials. Exotic foreign recipes were

point on I inexhaustibly imagined my
future life behind the border: playing
with Barbies, eating eggs made of
chocolate, running under fountains,
and wearing pink sneakers and blue
jeans. My parents were the only people
I could discuss this with, as it was
still not confirmed we were accepted,
and not even my older brother knew
as he could not keep secrets. One
year from that point we were approved
and ready to leave, carrying four
suitcases packed with books and photo
albums, some porcelain and a few
emotional heirlooms. My family was
dressed in brand new synthetic white
Chinese sneakers and matching blue
jeans. But this was not a simulation,
we were ready for our new lives as
westerners

fig.24

.

(fig.24)

My Barbie collection, Germany, 1995.
[93]
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Image Sources

[59] Our last family photograph taken before emigrating from Russia, 1992.
[61] Andy Warhol, Time Capsules
http://blog.warhol.org/archives/inside-time-capsule-526-a-portrait-of-king-edward-viii/.
[65] The grave of my great grandmother, 2015.
[65] The site of my great grandmother’s village, 2015.
[66] From the untitled series, 2015.
[68] From the untitled series, 2015.
[69] Still from the film Russian Ark by Alexander Sokurov
http://www.austinfilm.org/film-russian-ark.
[71] From the in-progress, untitled series of placeholder flowers, 2016.
[72] From the series Original, 2015.
[73] Screenshot from Ms&Mr, 808.838/Grandfather Paradox
http://www.realtimearts.net/article/issue99/10051.
[75] Prototype of the book of my aunt’s images, 2015.
[77] Hammock, from the series Once there was there wasn’t, 2016.
[79] Stills from the video Half Second, 2016.
[80] From the series Fog, 2012.
[81] From the series All dreams come true, 2015.
[82] Spa, from the series Once there was there wasn’t, 2016.
[83] Jan Dibbets, Perspective Correction, My Studio I, 2: Square with 2 Diagonals on Wall, 1969
http://www.estherlederberg.com/EImages/Extracurricular/Renaissance+Baroque/
Perspective+Art/Anamorphisms/Jan%20Dibbets%20Studio%20Square.html.
http://www.artnet.com/artists/hiroshi-sugimoto/
earliest-human-relatives-a-0RpAJ7zqm9Hs9ezLFWnlnQ2.
[86] L, source image, R, Clothing, from the series Once there was there wasn’t, 2016.
[86] Sketches in preparation for visiting my grandmother’s house, 2015.
[87] Pieter Claesz, Ontbijtstuk with Berkemeyer
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:%27Still-life_(Ontbijtstuk_with_Berkemeyer)
%27_by_Pieter_Claesz.,_Cincinnati.jpg.
[90] Still from the film The Hedgehog in the Fog
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oW0jvJC2rvM.
[93] My Barbie collection, 1995.
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